Merchant payment solutions

FRAUD

PREVENTION
MORE PREVENTION. LESS FRAUD.
Two ways to make point-of-sale equipment secure
The point-of-sale terminal should be secured by using the support or the steel wire cable or better yet, a combination of the two.
Merchants are encouraged to equip every place of business with at least one terminal that is adapted for use by individuals with
limited mobility.
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Secure support 
The secure support helps prevent PIN-pad and terminal theft and also reduces the risk of other types of fraud at the point of
sale. By using this type of device, you will also provide customers with a secure environment in which to process transactions.

A quick look at the benefits!
T he support is equipped with a side-plate to conceal PIN entry, thus providing customers with an added security feature.
The rotating support base or top lets your customers turn the terminal as needed.
T he support is made up of robust, durable and non-flammable materials, thereby providing an added level of safety.
The fastening mechanism ensures that the equipment is held solidly in place and protects it from being stolen.
T hanks to the security device, you may remove the terminal from its support for any technical service call. Make sure to
properly check the technician’s identity before allowing him to handle the equipment.

This locking system also offers good protection and may be custom made. The cable gives added handling flexibility for
customers while also serving as a very efficient deterrent for potential fraudsters.

A quick look at the benefits!
The aviation-type cable is very sturdy and highly resistant.
The cable is secured under the counter via a strong, fixed latch that can be used on any type of surface.

For a list of security accessories providers, call Business Customer Service
at 514-397-4450 or 1-888-285-0015.
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Steel wire security cable

